Inuen e of non-lo al ex hange on RKKY intera tions
in III-V diluted magneti semi ondu tors
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The RKKY intera tion between substitutional Mn lo al moments in GaAs is both spin-dire tiondependent and spatially anisotropi . In this Letter we address the strength of these anisotropies
using a semi-phenomenologi al tight-binding model whi h treats the hybridization between Mn dorbitals and As p-orbitals perturbatively and a ounts realisti ally for the non-lo al ex hange intera tion between their spins. We show that ex hange non-lo ality, valen e-band spin-orbit oupling,
and band-stru ture anisotropy all play a role in determining the strength of both ee ts. We use
these results to estimate the degree of ground-state magnetization suppression due to frustrating
intera tions between randomly lo ated Mn ions.
PACS numbers: 75.50.Pp, 75.30.Et, 75.30.Gw, 75.20.Hr

The urrent interest in diluted magneti semi ondu tors (DMS) is fueled by possible appli ations in spintroni s and by basi -s ien e issues generated by the interplay between disorder, spin-orbit oupling, and magneti
order. We on entrate on the prototypi al III-V DMS
Ga1−x Mnx As, whi h, on e interstitial Mn ions have been
eliminated, exhibits robust homogeneous ferromagnetism
[1℄ with riti al temperatures Tc above 160K for x >
∼ 0.05.
It is generally agreed that the substitutional Mn ions are
in Mn2+ valen e states that have S = 5/2, L = 0 lo al
moments, and that ex hange intera tions with As neighbors allow the Mn moments to intera t via valen e-band
holes [2℄. The ee tive ex hange intera tion between Mn
moments is spatially anisotropi and, be ause of spinorbit intera tions, also anisotropi in spin spa e. This
Letter is motivated primarily by theoreti al interest [3, 4℄
in the role of anisotropies in determining the hara ter of
the magneti ground state but has impli ations for other
aspe ts of (III,Mn)V DMS ferromagnetism.
The theory of (III,Mn)V ferromagnetism has been developed in several dire tions. A simple phenomenologi al
approa h [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11℄ approximates the valen eband holes by a host-semi ondu tor Kohn-Luttinger
envelope-fun tion Hamiltonian and ouples them to randomly lo ated Mn spins by a lo al, isotropi ex hange intera tion Jpd . This leads to a semi-quantitative des ription of many transport and magneti properties, parti ularly in the high- arrier-density, high-Tc systems that are
free of ompensating Mn interstitials. However, it has led
to oni ting on lusions on the importan e of ex hange
anisotropy. The RKKY intera tion obtained by Zaránd
and Jankó [3℄ is highly anisotropi in spin spa e, i.e., it
depends strongly on the orientation of two spins relative
to their onne ting ve tor, but it is spatially isotropi
be ause it starts from a lo al hole-impurity ex hange
intera tion and uses a spheri al approximation for the
bands. Using a more realisti 6-band envelope-fun tion
Hamiltonian, Brey and Gómez-Santos [4℄ nd that both

spin and real spa e anisotropies are weak. Their onlusion, however, depends in part on their momentumspa e ut-o [11℄ for the ex hange intera tion Jpd , i.e.,
on atomi -length-s ale physi s not des ribed realisti ally
in the envelope-fun tion approa h. First-prin iples al ulations [12℄ do not have these limitations, but are hampered by their extreme sensitivity to the pla ement of
uno upied and o upied d-orbital energies relative to
the valen e and ondu tion bands. In this Letter we address ex hange anisotropy using a realisti tight-binding
model that ombines virtues of these two dierent approa hes and estimate the bulk magnetization suppression due to frustrating intera tions between impurity moments. Based on our results we also suggest a possible
route toward higher transition temperatures in (III,Mn)V
ferromagnets.
Our theory is based on a Slater-Koster [13℄ tightbinding model, and on a perturbative treatment of pd
hybridization, in whi h the band ele trons are integrated
out to yield a spin-only model [3, 4, 5, 14, 15, 16℄. A similar model has re ently been used to obtain the lo al density of states around Mn impurities [17℄. In Slater-Koster
theory, the ele troni stru ture is spe ied by orbitaldependent onsite energies and hopping amplitudes that
are treated as tting parameters. Spin-orbit oupling is
in luded [18℄ to obtain realisti bands and a realisti des ription of (III,Mn)V ferromagnetism [8℄.
Our Hamiltonian reads H = Hc + Hd + Hhyb , where
Hc =

X X
k

ǫασ;α′ σ′ (k) c†kασ ckα′ σ′

(1)

αα′ σσ′

des ribes perfe t GaAs [13, 18℄. Here, c†kασ reates an
ele tron with wave ve tor k in orbital α with spin σ.
The most important ee t of Mn impurities is to introdu e partially lled d-orbitals. The resulting strong
ele tron-ele tron intera tions are parametrized by the loal Hubbard repulsion U and the Hund's-rst-rule oupling JH [19, 20℄: Hd = (ǫd + JH − U/2)N̂ + 1/2 (U −

2
P
†
JH /2)N̂ 2 − JH S · S, with N̂ ≡
nσ dnσ dnσ and S ≡
P
†
†
′
′
nσσ′ dnσ (σ σσ /2) dnσ , where dnσ reates an ele tron
in d-orbital n with spin σ. We assume U ≈ 3.5 eV [21℄
and JH ≈ 0.55 eV [22℄. Hhyb des ribes the hybridization

between the d-orbitals and sp-bands,

1 XX
−
+
tkαn c†kασ dnσ + h.c. ≡ Hhyb
+ Hhyb
,
Hhyb = √
N k ασn

(2)
where N is the number of unit ells in the system. The
oe ients are expressed P
in terms of real-spa e hopping
matrix elements, tkαn = i e−ik·ui tiαn , where the sum
runs over nearest-neighbor As sites of the impurity. The
symmetries of tkαn are obtained from Slater-Koster theory [13℄, whi h expresses the matrix elements in terms
of two- enter integrals. We use (pdσ) = 1.0 eV and
(pdπ) = −0.46 eV as inferred from photoemission [21℄
and (sdσ) = 1.5 eV obtained as a rough spin average of
ab-initio al ulations for zin -blende MnAs [23℄.
In the large-U limit we an use anoni al perturbation theory (CPT) [24℄ to integrate out d-shell harge
u tuations, leaving only the impurity spin degrees of
freedom. We rst onsider a single Mn impurity. We
introdu e the anoni ally transformed Hamiltonian H̃ ≡
e−iǫT (Hc + Hd + ǫHhyb ) eiǫT , where T is hermitian, and
expand in ǫ. The operator T is hosen so that the linear
term vanishes. To obtain manageable expressions we negle t the energeti spread of virtual band-ele tron states
ompared to the energy dieren e ∼ U between dierent
Mn valen e states. To be onsistent we ignore ontributions from bands other than the heavy-hole, light-hole,
and split-o bands. Trun ating the expansion at se ond
order and proje ting onto the N = 5, S = 5/2 groundstate subspa e, we obtain
H̃ ∼
= Hc +

+
−
Hhyb
Hhyb

E5,5/2 − E4,2

+

−
+
Hhyb
Hhyb

E5,5/2 − E6,2

.

(3)

We have used that
applied to a state in the (N, S) =
(5, 5/2) se tor results in a state with sharp quantum numbers (N, S) = (6, 2) and (4, 2), respe tively. EN S is the
orresponding
P isolated-ion energy. Inserting Eq. (2) and
noting that σσ′ d†nσ (σ σσ′ /2) dnσ′ = S/5 in the (5, 5/2)
se tor, we obtain a Hamiltonian that in ludes a mi ros opi hole-impurity ex hange intera tion,
H̃ = Hc + ( harge s attering)
X †
1 1 XX ∗
σ σ′ σ
−
ckασ · S (4)
tkαn tk′ α′ n
ck′ α′ σ′
∆ N
2
′
′
′
σσ

with
2
1
≡
∆
5





1
1
.
+
ǫd − 4JH + 4U
−ǫd − JH − 5U

X

t∗0αn t0αn =

n

√
16
[3(pdσ)2 − 4 3 (pdσ)(pdπ) + 4(pdπ)2 ].
27

(6)
Restoring the prefa tor from Eq. (4) we nd a mi ros opi expression for the envelope-fun tion ex hange onstant Jpd . By in luding the full (k, k′ ) dependen e we
re over spatial anisotropies negle ted in that theory.
Sin e both denominators in 1/∆ must be negative for
(5, 5/2) to be the isolated-ion ground state, the ex hange
intera tion is antiferromagneti , Jpd < 0. |Jpd | is minimized and the ee tive model has the widest range of
validity when the d5 → d4 and d5 → d6 transition energies
bra ket the Fermi energy EF symmetri ally. In this ase
Jpd = −48 meV nm3 , lose to the experimental value in
(Ga,Mn)As [25℄. We onsider this ase in what follows.
The expression for Jpd , ombined with materials trends
[26℄, suggests that Tc of Ga1−x Mnx As1−y Py quaternary
alloys might in rease with y sin e their d5 → d4 transition
energy will approa h EF , in reasing the value of Jpd .
We employ the full (k, k′ )-dependent hole-impurity exhange to evaluate the RKKY intera tion between two
Mn spins at 0 and R and perform the CPT as above.
Integrating out the band ele trons and expanding the
a tion to se ond order in impurity spins we obtain
HRKKY =

′
1 X µ ν 1 XX
Tr ei(k−k )·R
S1 S2 2
2
4β∆ µν
N
′ iω

k,k

−1 µ

±
Hhyb

k,k αα n

measured from the hemi al potential. If either of the
denominators be omes small, the interval of energy over
whi h our approximations are justied is orrespondingly
redu ed. Note rst that the ex hange intera tion is quite
generally invariant under spin rotation. The waveve tor
dependen P
e of the ex hange intera tion is spe ied by
the fa tor n t∗kαn tk′ α′ n for whi h we an obtain analyti
expressions from tight-binding theory. For k, k′ → 0 and
α = α′ = px , py , pz we obtain

(5)

The two energy denominators in 1/∆ are respe tively
the isolated-ion d5 → d4 and d5 → d6 transition energies

× (−iω + ǫ̂(k) − µ) ĵ (k, k′ ) (−iω + ǫ̂(k′ ) − µ)−1
X
(7)
× ĵ ν (k′ , k) ≡ −
Jµν (R) S1µ S2ν ,
µν

where ǫ̂(k) is the tight-binding Hamiltonian with
ǫα′ σ′ ;ασ (k) and j µ (k, k′ )α′ σ′ ;ασ ≡
matrix
P ∗ elements
µ
′
′
t
t
σ
.
n kαn k α n σ′ σ The tra e in Eq. (7) is over orbital
ˆ Ûk ,
and spin indi es. We diagonalize ǫ̂(k) = Ûk† d(k)
ˆ
is the diagonal matrix of band energies
where d(k)
dασ (k), and performR the Matsubara sum. It is useful
to express Jµν (R) = d3 q/(2π)3 eiq·R Jµν (q) in terms of
its Fourier transform. Making use of the symmetries of
dˆ and Û we obtain
v2
Jµν (q) = uc2
2∆

Z

X
d3 k X
f
(1 − fk−q,α′ σ′ )
kασ
(2π)3 ασ
′ ′
ασ

1
†
[Ûk ĵ µ (k, k − q)Ûk−q
]ασ;α′ σ′
×
dα′ σ′ (k − q) − dασ (k)

× [Ûk−q ĵ ν (k − q, k)Ûk† ]α′ σ′ ;ασ ,

(8)
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where vuc is the unit- ell volume and fkασ is a Fermi
fa tor. In the following, we take the ele trons to be at
T = 0. We remark that Eq. (8) is unreliable when q
is omparable to Brillouin-zone dimensions be ause the
band eigenenergies are then as far from the Fermi energy
as the d-quasiparti le levels. Correspondingly the results
for Jµν (R) are quantitatively reliable only for R ≫ a,
where a is the dimension of the f unit ell.
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FIG. 1: ( olor online) Fourier-transformed RKKY intera tion
Jxx (q) and numeri al errors in the (100) and (111) dire tions
for EF = −0.307 eV relative to the valen e-band top, orreponding to a hole on entration of 3.8 × 1020 cm−3 . The
dashed urve shows Jxx (q) in the (100) dire tion al ulated
with a band Zeeman splitting of 0.125 eV, orresponding to
5% Mn substitution and full polarization of Mn moments.

We have evaluated Jµν (q) using Monte Carlo (MC)
integration with the Vegas algorithm [27℄. Figure 1
shows Jxx (q) in the (100) and (111) dire tions. At a
nonzero Mn density, the intera tions between spins are
dominated by the pairwise RKKY intera tion only if the
mean hole-impurity ex hange intera tion is weak [7, 8℄.
This is indeed the ase sin e Fig. 1 shows that the ee t
of a realisti Zeeman splitting on J(q) is small. We note
that Jµν (q = 0) is isotropi ; this limit determines the
bulk magneti anisotropy [9, 10℄ whi h vanishes in the
present approximation [28℄.
Jµν (R) is evaluated as a Fourier sum over Jµν (q) alulated on a ubi grid with (2nk )3 /2 points in the f
Brillouin zone, making use of all symmetries. The resulting RKKY intera tion is plotted in Fig. 2. It is ferromagneti at small separations, as expe ted. The nearneighbor intera tions are not reliable, both be ause their
evaluation stret hes the validity of the CPT and be ause
we negle t the superex hange intera tion, whi h appears
at fourth order in Hhyb , and in whi h an ele tron hops
virtually from a Mn d-orbital to a d-orbital on a neighboring Mn site via an intervening As p-orbital. For larger
separations Jµν (R) shows typi al Friedel os illations.
We nd a very strong anisotropy in real spa e; Jµν (R)
depends on the dire tion of R for similar R = |R|. This is
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FIG. 2: ( olor online) (a) Diagonal and (b) o-diagonal omponents of the RKKY intera tion Jµν (R) in various rystal
dire tions, s aled by (R/a)2 . All results have been obtained
with nk = 36 and 2 × 105 MC points for ea h q point ex ept
for (qa/2)2 ≤ 0.5, when 2 × 106 points have been used. The
o-diagonal omponents vanish exa tly along (100).

a onsequen e of both the dire tionality asso iated with
pd hybridization and of the anisotropy of the band stru ture and the Fermi surfa e; neither ee t is in luded in
the spheri al model of Ref. [3℄. In Ref. [4℄ the real-spa e
anisotropy is on luded to be small, based on the intera tion between two spins at neighboring sites. For small
R we also nd relatively weak anisotropies but at larger
R this on lusion does not hold. The isotropi Gaussian
ansatz for the hole-impurity ex hange intera tion [4℄ ontributes to this small anisotropy.
The anisotropy in spin spa e, i.e., the deviation of
Jµν (R) from J(R) δµν , is also large. For small spin-orbit
oupling, the dieren es between diagonal omponents
are of se ond order in spin-orbit oupling, whereas the
o-diagonal omponents are linear. Only for the smallest separations is the relative anisotropy below 10% as
found in Ref. [4℄. At larger R the anisotropy be omes
quite pronoun ed, as in Ref. [3℄.
When the anisotropies are negle ted, the moments
are fully aligned in the ground state. To determine
whether or not the anisotropies substantially alter the

4
hara ter of the ground state, we start from a fully
aligned (in the z dire tion) spin onguration and onsider the mean
Pee tive elds a ting on individual spins,
Hµ (Ri ) = S j6=i Jµz (Ri − Rj ), where the sum is over
Mn impurity sites. Assumming that the Mn ions are distributed ompletely at random [16, 29℄, the average over
all sites is H µ = (xS/vuc ) Jµz (q = 0) ∝ δµz . On average
the ee tive elds align with the average moment, but
spatial u tuations redu e the overall degree of spin polarization. The typi al angle of the Mn tilt at a given site
is proportional to the ratio of the xy plane ee tive-eld
omponents to H z . We nd
Hx2
= (x−1 − 1) vuc
(H z )2

Z

d3 q |Jxz (q)|2
.
2 (q = 0)
(2π)3 Jzz

(9)

Thus the anisotropies be ome more important for small
Mn fra tions x. For the parameters used above we get
Hx2 /[H z ]2 = 3.1 × 10−5 (x−1 − 1). We on lude that
the anisotropies do not ause a large moment suppression in (Ga,Mn)As even for x ∼ 0.01, despite the large
anisotropies. The ee t is small be ause many moments
ontribute to the ee tive eld due to the long-range intera tion, averaging over the anisotropies. We negle t the
indire t inuen e of harge s attering, as well as Coulomb
intera tions and lo al hemi al shifts. These will redu e
the RKKY intera tion at large separations and further
redu e the importan e of frustrating intera tions [15℄.
To on lude, we have used a Slater-Koster tightbinding model of III-V DMS to al ulate the full momentum dependen e of the hole-impurity ex hange intera tion. We nd that this intera tion depends ru ially on
the position of the Mn d-levels relative to the valen e
band and suggest that quaternary Ga1−x Mnx As1−y Py
alloys might have higher transition temperatures than
Ga1−x Mnx As. Starting from the hole-impurity intera tion, we have al ulated the hole-mediated RKKY intera tion between impurity spins. This intera tion is
highly anisotropi in real and spin spa e. The anisotropy
ru ially depends on two fa tors partly ignored in previous works: the nonlo al form of the hole-impurity exhange intera tion and the highly anisotropi band stru ture. However, despite the strong anisotropies the lo almoment suppression is weak due to the averaging brought
about by the long-range RKKY intera tion.
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